Lexical access in signed language production a b s t r a c t This paper investigates whether the semantic and phonological levels in speech production are specific to spoken languages or universal across modalities. We examined semantic and phonological effects during Catalan Signed Language (LSC: Llengua de Signes Catalana) production using an adaptation of the picture-word interference task: native and non-native signers were asked to sign picture names while ignoring signs produced in the background. The results showed semantic interference effects for semantically related distractor signs and phonological facilitation effects when target signs and distractor signs shared either Handshape or Movement but phonological interference effects when target and distractor shared Location. The results suggest that the general distinction between semantic and phonological levels seems to hold across modalities. However, differences in sign language and spoken production become evident in the mechanisms underlying phonological encoding, shown by the different role that Location, Handshape, and Movement play during phonological encoding in sign language.
Introduction
Both spoken and signed languages communicate ideas. However, it is yet unknown whether similar processing mechanisms underlie the production of words and signs. Most models of speech production (e.g., Caramazza, 1997; Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1992; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) assume lexical access to be a two-step process, that is, they differentiate between semantic activation/selection and phonological encoding.
All of these models assume that during lexical selection the target representation has to be selected from a cohort of semantically related representations. The higher the activation levels of potential competitors, the more difficult (and time consuming) this selection process will be. Discrete-serial models (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999) postulate that only the selected semantic representation will subsequently activate its word-form. Cascading models of lexical access (e.g., Caramazza, 1997; Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1992) assume that all activated semantic representations will activate their word-forms to a certain degree. In the remainder of the paper we will focus on the distinction between semantic and phonological processing without differentiating between serial-discrete and cascading models of speech production.
Evidence supporting this distinction between semantics and phonology comes from speech error analysis (e.g., Garrett, 1980) , performance of patients with brain-damage (e.g., Badecker, Miozzo, & Zanuttini, 1995) and reactiontime data from picture-naming tasks (e.g., Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990) . Some sign language data suggest that these two levels may also apply to sign languages (Corina, 2000; Hohenberger, Happ, & Leuninger, 2002; Newkirk, Klima, Canady Pedersen, & Bellugi, 1980; Thompson, Emmorey, & Gollan, 2005) . In particular, Thompson et al. (2005) showed that deaf participants in a tip-of-the-finger (TOF) state (which parallels TOT in spoken languages) had partial access to phonological information, Handshape, Orientation, Location, and Movement, while no access to the 
